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Undertakings as private customers transfer data and 
use increasingly via mobile phones on network. Their 
previous business connections between customers and 
service providers are replaced through multistage and 
partly strong branched relations between far reaching 
unknown business partners. About it the standards for 
safe mechanism against external tampering, manipula-
tions, spying or attacks must be ensured. 
For Wolfgang Strasser, business manager who is spe-
cialist in safety audit in Leichlingen has the high tun-
ing in mobiles, digital business for negligence in quality 
and security concerned. We experience permanently 
new efficiency growth in hardware and high complex-
ity with business processes, accompanied with an art of 
innovation mania in net business. With that clean and 
specially safe and secure development remain always 
more on the track. What must be quickly excluded can-
not be proved sufficiently, simultaneously the business 
booms with certificates. 
Therefore ready softwares come off quickly with super-
ficially disposed quality seal. The consequences are in-
secure, aggressive mobile applications. Side by side the 
objective on customer data hacking specialized Apps is 
so also a bulk of unintentional insecure system in circu-
lation. In view of such threatening scenario and before 
the background of in between undisputable aggressive 
spying attitude of secret services generate a handle of 
tongues on undertakings and private secrets. Chiefs 
and deciders react upon the threatening openness. 
Overkill in which they introduce the position of CISO 
(Chief Information Security Officer). In the last two 
years, in Germany the number of CISOs has sharply 
increased. This shows that “the security of mobile web 
applications in the undertakings now no more is closed 
rather is taken in earnest and is started” says Strasser. 
The Bochum G Data Software AG showed in the Mobile 
World Congress in Barcelona appropriate to increas-
ing number of porous Apps their new module for the 
control of application. These get only such Apps on the 
tablet or smartphone exported; which previously have 
a security check from one end to another. By the side 
of the security software of the providers guide a secure 
company telephone book on the mobile apparatus. All 

the entries are led in an appropriate secured software 
container, in which facebook or whats app remain tam-
perproof. 
Simultaneously the software allows basically only en-
coding apparatus the tampering on information in 
company network. With that the application recognizes 
also whether a mobile instrument is rooted on security 
precautionary measures, therefore externally regulated 
and guards their utilization functions. One of the users 
of software of one from Bochum is the automobile sup-
plier – Vogler GmbH from Lüden. Scheid, who is with 
that, equipped his total mobile coworkers. The IT chief 
with Vogler says “We use the software in order to pro-
tect us against data and knowhow hackers.” 

Hardware of mobile instrument watch over the 
online activities of the users
Security motherrock MacAfee carries the increasing all 
and every where omnipresent network with his solu-
tion mobile security 3.2 calculations. The application is 
directly bound with the chipset of the smartphone or 
tablets. With this the processor of online conduct of the 
users can permanently scan and with the crossing over 
of the pre-enlisted behaviour boundary critically shut 
off the application or disallowed tampering. 
For private people and small companies which want to 
make secure the online activities of family members or 
coworkers on the network desktop PCs and mobile in-
struments, the US security provider AVG offers its new 
solution Zen. With Zen the officer meets the new chal-
lenges which result from Internet der Dinge and places 
the control on the private spheres the data protection 
and performance back in the hands of the users. Finally 
the latest numbers indicate that intelligent net appara-
tus in Internet der Dinge upto the year 2020 can present 
surplus value of 1.9 billion dollars.
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Online Mobiles must have Data Security


